What is the architectural 'basis set' of the observed universe of protein structures? Using information-theoretic inference, we answer this question with a comprehensive dictionary of 1,493 substructural concepts. Each concept represents a topologically-conserved assembly of helices and strands that make contact. Any protein structure can be dissected into instances of concepts from this dictionary. We dissected the world-wide protein data bank and completely inventoried all concept instances. This yields an unprecedented source of biological insights. These include: correlations between concepts and catalytic activities or binding sites, useful for rational drug design; local amino-acid sequence-structure correlations, useful for ab initio structure prediction methods; and information supporting the recognition and exploration of evolutionary relationships, useful for structural studies. An interactive site, PROÇODIC, at http://lcb.infotech.monash.edu.au/prosodic (click) provides access to and navigation of the entire dictionary of concepts, and all associated information.
INTRODUCTION
The polypeptide chains of amino acids (primary structure) in most proteins fold into helices and strands of sheet (secondary structure), which in turn assemble to give proteins their intricate three-dimensional shapes and folding patterns (tertiary structure). Experimental methods have already provided over 140,000 entries in the world-wide Protein Data Bank (wwPDB), containing the three-dimensional coordinates of proteins and protein-nucleic acid complexes from a wide range of species.
Unravelling protein architecture and discovering the relationship among these three major levels of structural description provides the key to understanding how proteins function, how their 3D folding patterns form, and how they evolve (1) . Investigations of protein folding patterns have revealed recurrent themes at all structural levels (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) , which form the basis for widely-used hierarchical classifications of protein structures (9) (10) (11) . Nevertheless, many aspects of the relationships across structural levels have remained unresolved.
Chothia and Lesk (6) introduced the idea of a core of the folding patterns of homologous proteins. This core comprises a maximal set of secondary structural elements that assemble in a common 3D topology, while withstanding a certain amount of distortion. The parts outside the core are structurally more variable.
Many related proteins contain some but not all of the same common substructures that form their cores. Therefore, it is of crucial interest to discover the nature of the substructures that contribute to the cores of protein families. Some of these are supersecondary structures -small conserved combinations of successive elements of secondary structure, such as the β-α-β subunit. Supersecondary structures recur within many protein folds, and can be shared even by unrelated proteins. For example, the β-α-β subunit appears in NAD-binding domains, in TIM barrels, and in many other proteins.
Early definitions of supersecondary structures relied strongly on experts spotting and naming them (4, 12) . With the steady growth of the wwPDB, several methods have been developed to identify automatically, with varying operational definitions, a library of substructures that form what can be considered as the 3D building blocks of protein structures (8, (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) . However, these approaches have yielded limited libraries containing mostly short oligopeptide fragments, or assemblies of typically 2 to 4 secondary structural elements. It has been a challenge so far to go further than that and dissect protein structures into a more complete set that includes larger conserved substructures. Apart from the enormous computational challenge this problem poses, the attempts made so far have lacked a statistically-rigorous framework in which to describe, compute, identify and resolve a dictionary of conserved assemblies of secondary structures.
Here we address this problem and unravel protein folding patterns into a universal dictionary of architectural building blocks (concepts) containing topologically-conserved assemblies of helices and strands that make contact. This dictionary advances the current knowledge of these conserved patterns significantly beyond the classical supersecondary structures and other known patterns. Our approach relies on a rigorous information-theoretic framework that allows the inference of a dictionary that (a) avoids overfitting (i.e., inferring a dictionary that is more complex than necessary to explain the observed folding patterns) and (b) achieves an objective trade-off between the descriptive complexity of concepts in the dictionary and their fidelity (i.e., the amount of compression) gained when explaining the observed protein folding patterns. Thus, this work presents the 'basis set' of concepts underlying all observed protein folding patterns, and allows for any protein chain to be decomposed optimally into parts corresponding to concepts from this set. We put together a comprehensive online resource, PROÇODIC (click), that can contribute to: understanding the fundamental principles of protein structure, correlating concepts with ligand binding sites to suggest function, and applying sequence conservation observed within concepts to protein structure prediction.
RESULTS
Automatic identification of a dictionary of substructural concepts. This work uses the concise tableau representation of protein folding patterns introduced by Lesk (26) , which is based on the idea that the essence of a protein folding pattern is captured by the order, contacts and geometry of the assembly of secondary structural elements along the amino-acid chain. A tableau corresponds to the 3D structure of a single protein domain (or sometimes chain), and has the form of a symmetric matrix ( Fig. 1(a,c) ; Supplementary §S1). Importantly, in this representation supersecondary structures can be defined in a compact and computable way as subtableaux containing two or more successive secondary structure elements in contact ( Fig. 1(d-e) ).
We have constructed the universal dictionary reported here using our recently-developed method to infer, automatically, conserved assemblies of secondary structural elements within any given source collection of tableaux (27) . The idea of a concept is constrained by the requirement that every secondary structural element in the concept must be in contact with at least one other secondary-structure element in that concept. Our concept inference approach (27) is based on the powerful minimum message length criterion for statistical inductive inference (28) (29) (30) and lossless data compression (Supplementary §S2). We have applied this method to compress the source collection of Astral SCOP domains (9, 10, 31) (Supplementary §S1). This has allowed us to infer a dictionary of 1,493 substructural concepts that most concisely and losslessly describes the entire source collection, and does so without any prior knowledge or preconceived notions regarding these recurrent substructures.
The total computational effort required to identify this dictionary is equivalent to about 7 years of runtime on a modern computer. Therefore, we parallelised our method and ran it on a high-performance computing cluster using 240 cores to identify the PROÇODIC dictionary in 14 days (Supplementary §S2). (32) . (b) Secondary structural assignment (using SST (33) ; H = helix, E = strand of sheet) and the optimal dissection of the protein chain into non-overlapping regions, using the inferred concept dictionary. This information is shown with reference to the amino-acid sequence information in a marked-up format: the dissection of 1AHQ uses concepts (see text) c_0823 (highlighted in yellow) and c_1021 (highlighted in blue). (c) Tableau representation of the folding pattern of 1AHQ. The highlighted subtableaux correspond to concepts c_0823 and c_1021. Here, only the lower-triangle part of the tableau information is shown because the full tableau is a symmetric matrix. The rows and columns are indexed by secondary structure elements in order of appearance in the polypeptide chain. Off-diagonal elements record the angles between pairs of secondary structural elements; boldface indicates that there is a contact between the corresponding pair of secondary structural elements. (d-e) The concepts c_0823 and c_1021 are shown, together with their archetypal tableaux and corresponding secondary structural representation.
PROÇODIC: The dictionary of inferred concepts. Each of the 1,493 concepts in the dictionary is designated by an identifier of the form 'c_' followed by 4 digits: c_0001-c_1493. This order follows (1) the decreasing length in the number of secondary structural elements (nSSEs) defining each concept, and (2) the lexicographic order of their secondary structural strings, where we represent any helix by 'H' and any strand by 'E'. Fig. 2 shows the top 100 concepts in the dictionary. The largest concept (c_0001) contains 28 secondary structural elements. The smallest concepts (c_1441-c_1493) -not shown in Fig. 2 -contain only 2 elements. (Note that a single helix or a single strand/extended region is not considered here as a concept.) The distribution of inferred concept sizes is shown in Fig. 3 (a): 9 concepts (c_0001-c_0009) are composed of an assembly of ≥ 20 secondary structural elements (SSEs), 48 concepts (c_0010-c_0057) have between 15 and 19 SSEs, 217 concepts (c_0058-c_0274) contain between 10 and 14 SSEs, 217 concepts (c_0058-c_0274) contain between 10 and 14 SSEs, and 368 concepts (c_0275-c_0642) contain between 9 and 6 SSEs. The remaining concepts contain between 5 and 2 SSEs. The median concept size is 5 SSEs.
The complete inferred dictionary is available via the interactive website PROÇODIC (for Protein Concept dictionary -the cedilla allows the pronunciation as 'prosodic') at http://lcb.infotech.monash.edu.au/prosodic. As discussed below, this site allows the exploration of any structure the user provides as input, or specific concepts that are of motivating focus for the user, including: the usages of concepts in other structures, Fig. 2 . Representative structural cartoons of the top 100 concepts from the inferred dictionary containing 1,493 concepts, ranked in decreasing order of number of secondary-structure elements (row-wise top-left to bottom-right: c_0001 to c_0100). Strands of sheet are shown in Red; helices in Blue. (See website for the full interactive listing.) The inference of the whole dictionary is automatic without any prior knowledge or preconceived notions of these recurrent themes. The inferred concepts subsume known patterns, for example: 'α-β Barrel' (c_0005), 'Armadillo repeat' (c_0083), 'β Barrel' (c_0061), 'β Propeller' (c_0004), 'Icosahedral (Virus)' (c_0067), Immunoglobulin (c_0062), 'Jellyroll architecture' (c_0084), 'Left-handed β-Helix' (c_0001), 'Leucine-rich repeat' (c_0076), 'Right-handed quadrilateral β-Helix' (c_0058) 'NAD-binding domain' (c_0002), 'TIM barrel' (c_0008) etc. Other classical supersecondary structures not shown in this figure such as β-hairpin (c_1442), α-hairpin (c_1484), β-α-β unit (c_1240) appear lower down in the dictionary of concepts, ordered from largest to smallest. See text (Page 5) where classical supersecondary structural motifs are discussed. both homologous and non-homologous; or the inspection of frequently occurring keywords within the 'KEYWDS' records and the ligand-binding information from the 'HETATM' records extracted from the source wwPDB coordinate files (see Discussion).
Our dictionary subsumes known supersecondary structural motifs. Our automatically identified dictionary includes many concepts that match the known repertoire of supersecondary structural motifs (34) . Matched motifs involving assemblies of a small number of helices and strands include: antiparallel (c_1442) and parallel (c_1443) β-β assemblies, α-α hairpin (c_1484) α-β/β-α assembly, (c_1459/c_1472), basic helix-loop-helix (c_1351), β-α-β motif (c_1240), EF-Hand (c_1342, c_1491), φ-motif (c_1178), helix-turn-helix motifs (c_0826 -winged type I, c_0870 -winged type II, c_1373 -plain), four-helix bundle (c_1101 -type I, c_1117 -type II), β-meander (c_1187), Greek key (c_0964), Zinc finger (c_1230), helix-hairpin-helix motif (c_1068), β-sandwich (c_0390), and αβ-sandwich (c_0603) among others.
Our dictionary also includes larger assemblies of helices and strands that match known repeating structural motifs. These include: three-sided left-handed β-helix (c_0001, c_0380), three-sided right-handed β-helix (c_0388), right-handed quadrilateral β-helix (c_0058), ankyrin repeat (c_0370, c_0632), armadillo repeat (c_0083, c_0888), kelch repeat (c_0395), α-solenoid (c_0270, c_0271), and Leucine rich repeat (c_0076) among others.
To understand the relationships between different concepts, we have clustered hierarchically the 1,493 PROÇODIC concepts. Since each concept archetype defines a (sub)tableau derived from a tableau of the domain in the source collection, we start by inferring the dictionary of meta-concepts that best explains all the PROÇODIC concept tableaux. This is achieved by using exactly the same unsupervised inference methodology that was used to infer PROÇODIC concepts. That is, we now treat the tableaux representing 1,493 archetypes from our inferred prosodic concept dictionary as the source collection, and rerun our inference method (Supplementary §S2). This yielded 34 meta-concepts that dissect (i.e., best explain) the inferred 1,493 concepts. The text file containing these meta-concepts, along with the corresponding list of PROÇODIC concepts that use each meta-concept within their dissections, is available in the supporting data file: metaConceptsAndUsageList.txt (click).
Once the meta-concepts are obtained, we dissect each of the 1,493 concepts using these meta-concepts. This permits a 34-dimensional feature vector representation of concepts, where each vector-component denotes the number of times the corresponding meta-concept is used in that concept dissection. We note that this representation is similar to the bag-of-words model (35) used in information retrieval and natural language processing. Using this feature vector representation, the 1,493 PROÇODIC concepts are clustered hierarchically by:
1. Constructing a 1, 493 × 1, 493 similarity matrix that compares all pairs of these 34-dimensional vectors, and 2. Using the resultant similarity matrix to cluster all PROÇODIC concepts hierarchically, based on the unweighted pair-groups method using arithmetic averages (36) .
This procedure yielded a hierarchical tree of concept relationships, available in interactive format from: prosodicConceptClustering.html (click). This tree reveals similarities that are also detectable by examining the concept archetypes, their usages and keywords. For example, c_0009 and c_0018 are both helical bundles related to the architecture of Annexin proteins, with c_0009 having one extra helix compared to c_0018. Another example is the cluster containing c_0001, c_0006, c_0113, and c_0380, where all represent left-handed β-helical motifs composed of 28, 20, 12 and 7 β-strands, respectively. ,839 number of residues) after dissecting 275,014 protein chains using the inferred dictionary. The green curve gives the distribution in the decreasing order of individual concept amino acid coverage -i.e., the concept with largest coverage is listed first, that with second largest coverage is listed second, and so on. The red curve gives the same cumulative distribution in the serial order of concept identifiers -i.e., concept c_0001 is shown first, concept c_0002 second and so on. (c) Individual concept amino acid coverage (as a percentage of the total 74,246,836 residues) in the serial order of concept identifiers (with some concepts highlighted). (d) Dissecting the protein chains from the wwPDB allows us to catalogue the regions where each concept is used. Underlying each concept usage is an amino acid sequence of variable length (although the associated strings corresponding to the types and order of secondary structural elements match exactly). This graph plots the first, second and third quartile points in the distribution of amino acid lengths for each concept's set of usages in the wwPDB. Concepts are listed in the decreasing order of lengths, followed by the lexicographic order of their secondary structural strings.
Since the average strand of sheet (denoted as 'E') has fewer amino acids than the average helix (denoted as 'H'), the lexicographic order creates in the plot the observed piecewise increasing trend among concepts with same number of secondary structural elements.
Although our average concept archetype is significantly smaller (with 47.6% of the number of SSEs) than its source protein domain, several concepts inferred in our dictionary describe conserved folding patterns at the level of domains. These include: NAD-binding domain (c_0173), β-grasp fold (e.g. c_729), β-propeller (c_0382), Swiss/Jelly roll fold (c_0406), Ferredoxin (plait) fold (c_0581), TIM barrel (c_0008), Immunoglobulin fold (c_0118, c_0121), Ubiquitin roll (c_0737), and large β-barrel (c_0061).
These results show that our dictionary encompasses a broader set of substructural invariants across the protein folding space than previous studies achieved (see section 'Comparison with previous related work'). This advantage is mainly due to our use of tableaux to capture concisely the essence of protein folding patterns, and our use of the information-theoretic criterion of minimum message length to yield an objective dictionary complexity-versus-fidelity trade-off.
Dissection of wwPDB and coverage of concepts across the protein folding space. The methods used for this work also permit the optimal dissection, within seconds, of any protein chain into non-overlapping regions that are explained (compressed) using the concepts from the inferred dictionary. Regions not assigned to any dictionary concept (notionally designated to the null concept, c_0000) remain uncompressed. These include the small set of proteins that have no secondary structure, for instance wheat-germ agglutinin (9WGA). Fig. 1 shows an example of the dissection of the crystal structure of the Actin-binding protein actophorin from Acanthamoeba (1AHQ). (See PROÇODIC website to dissect any protein structure of interest.)
We have dissected the entire wwPDB, which at the time of calculation resulted in tableaux corresponding to 275,014 protein chains containing 74,246,839 amino acid residues overall. (Note that the dictionary was constructed using an unbiased set of domains from ASTRAL; but the subsequent dissection of the entire wwPDB reflects the biases in the distribution of protein folding patterns in the full database.) The usages of the resulting concepts cover regions within proteins that account for 66.35% (49, 262 ,577) of the total (74,246,839) amino acids in the wwPDB protein chains we dissected. The remaining 33.65% is dominated by single secondary structural elements, plus loops between successive concept assignments along a dissected chain. Fig. 3(b-d) show the distributions of amino acid coverage of concept usages within the wwPDB. Concept c_0060 (click) has the largest coverage in terms of the number of amino acids its usages cover. This concept is composed of 14 secondary structural elements (SSE string: EEEEHHEEEEHHEE) assembling into a four layer architecture, with its core containing two layers of closely-packed five-stranded β-sheets (37) that are sandwiched between two outer layers, containing two α-helices each. In total, this concept was used within 3,892 protein chains, with a median value of amino acid coverage equal to 194 residues. Examination of these usages reveals that they come from the protein chains of 285 proteasome complexes. At the other extreme is concept c_0568 (click), which has the smallest amino acid coverage: 561 residues over 13 protein chains related to plant and bacterial Ferredoxins (38) . This concept is composed of 6 secondary structural elements (SSE string: EEHEEE).
Novel insights regarding the concepts can be gained from their usage information. For example, consider the concepts c_0060 and c_0568 mentioned above: the concept c_0060 covers the β5 subunit of a recently solved structure of the native human 20S proteasome at 1.8 Å resolution (5LE5) (39) . This landmark study revealed a number of functionally important differences with respect to what was known from the previously published 20S proteasome structures. In particular, it identified chloride ions within all active sites, thus significantly revising the description of the proteasome active site, and providing new insights into peptide hydrolysis that underpin the 'development of next-generation proteasome-based cancer therapeutics' (39) . Examination of the usages of c_0060 within the dissection of 5LE5 (chain Y -β5 subunit), reveals that this concept is directly linked to proteolytic active sites ( Fig. 4(a) ). Analyses of the human-annotated keywords used in the wwPDB coordinate files from these usages showed among its top 10 frequently used phrases terms such as 'Cancer (therapy)', 'Drug resistance' and 'Bortezomib' -an anti-cancer drug and the first therapeutic proteasome inhibitor to be used in humans (see PROÇODIC). This is strong evidence of the concept being linked to a proteolytic active site. A similar examination of the usage instances of the concept c_0568, directly links it to the Fe 2 S 2 -cluster binding Ferredoxins (see Fig. 4(b) ), which mediate electron transfer (40) . Comparison with previous related work. Many previous studies have attempted to identify a canonical set of recurrent patterns within the structures of proteins. Among the earliest such studies is the seminal work by Unger and colleagues (13) , who demonstrated that most hexapeptide fragments in the (then) known proteins are structurally similar to a set of about 100 representative fragment types, using a normalised root mean square devision (RMSD) based clustering methodology. Much subsequent work have followed novel variations of this RMSD-based clustering strategy involving short oligopeptide fragments (of differing length) to produce different fragment libraries (8, (16) (17) (18) (19) (41) (42) (43) . Among other noteworthy approaches to roster oligopeptide fragments are the investigations of Baker and coworkers, who studied the distributions of local structures by clustering short amino acid sequence information (44, 45) . Their fragment libraries, together with the inferred local sequence-structure relationships, now underpin successful and popular ab initio structure prediction methods (46) . Further, Nepomnyachiy et al. (23) recently proposed a pipeline to explore reuse of regions in proteins based on their amino acid sequence relationships. This work reported reuse of sequence segments between 35 and 200 amino acids in length. However, relying on amino acid sequence relationships to identify reuse is rather limiting, as sequences diverge more drastically than structures in evolution (6) . Focusing on the methods that rely on structural information, Grishin and colleagues (20) recently proposed a method to enumerate constructively all idealised parallel/antiparallel arrangements of up to 5 SSEs. This work proposed a systematic enumeration of all possible parallel/antiparallel arrangements using a 3D lattice model. This allowed them to model theoretical arrangements of SSEs and use them to search for observed occurrences of each arrangement within the PDB. However, their idealised models are limited to parallel/antiparallel orientations, which poses a considerable restriction in exploring the full set of SSE arrangements observed in the PDB.
Furthermore, two new types of motif libraries have also been recently proposed: the Smotif library (21) and the TERMs library (22) . An Smotif is designated by the arrangement of a pair of SSEs (of one of the following types: EE, EH, HE, and HH). A library of Smotifs is a collection of such SSE-pairs with different geometries. Their work utilises an RMSD theshold of 2.5Å to cluster 11,068 observed pairs of SSEs from a collection of 1,200 protein structures (i.e., one randomly-chosen protein domain per SCOP fold). These fragments serve in their work as the representatives of the protein structural space. Thus, any consecutive pair of secondary structures within a protein chain is assigned to the closest (based on RMSD) representative Smotif.
Beyond these basic pairwise assemblies identified by the Smotif library, the tertiary motif (TERMs) library (22) was able to find bigger assemblies of short oligopeptide fragments using the following approach. For each amino acid residue i in the non-redundant collection of 29,000 residues, a candidate TERM is defined using one or more oligopeptide fragments formed by the union of the residues i − 2, . . . , i + 2 together with all penta-peptide regions around residues that form a 'potential contact' with the residue i. For each candidate TERM, the method finds matching tertiary fragments using an RMSD-based search method. A subset of candidate TERMs is realised by posing it as the classical set cover problem and realising the minimal cover using a greedy approximation method that iteratively identifies the TERMs (based on their coverage) that match proteins in the considered set. This iterative procedure yields about half a million (458,251) TERMs. The minimum TERM has 1 oligopeptide fragment containing 5 amino acids, while the maximum TERM has 10 fragments with 52 amino acids. Importantly, an average TERM in their library is composed of 3 oligopeptide fragments covering 19 amino acids (i.e., 6 amino acids per fragment). Furthermore, inspecting the TERMs that cover 50% of their proteins in their considered collection of 29,000 protein structures, we find that each TERM averages 2 fragments with 12 amino acids. Moreover, inspecting the top 24 TERMs (see Fig 2A of (22)), we find many repetitions of short helices and antiparallel strands.
In comparison, our work results in only 1,493 architectural concepts (two orders of magnitude more concise than TERMs), where our minimum concept is composed of 2 SSEs whose median usage in the PDB covers 19 amino acids, while the maximum is composed of 28 SSEs whose median usage covers 171 amino acids. An average prosodic concept in our dictionary is composed of 6 SSEs covering 75 amino acids. Considering the prosodic concepts that cover 50% of the PDB, an average concept has 5 SSEs covering 66 amino acids. Thus, using this framework, our dictionary yields concepts that are a substantially larger than TERMs, and define a significantly more economical dictionary that explains the entire PDB. Moreover, our methodology defines a direct and efficient (dynamic programming based) method to dissect any given protein structure using the inferred PROÇODIC dictionary.
These results are achieved due to the expressive power of tableaux to compactly represent the essence of protein folding patterns. This tableau-representation together with the statistically rigorous minimum message length inference methodology, provides a significantly more powerful framework to losslessly compress and identify redundancies in the protein folding space.
Discussion
Many concepts are linked to ligand-binding sites. The molecular function of proteins is often mediated via interactions with chemical components such as metal ions, coenzymes, metabolic substrates, and nucleic acids, amongst others. Knowledge of such interactions is central to annotate protein function (47, 48) , engineer new proteins (49) , and design novel drugs (50, 51) . These functionally critical interactions impose structural constraints on protein structures, as their domains evolve from a common ancestor. As noted by Lesk and Chothia (52) , in many cases active sites are the best-conserved regions within a family of protein structures (as seen in Fig. 4 ).
We have analysed our dictionary and systematically identified concepts directly related to protein-ligand interactions. To achieve this, we mined and catalogued frequent-ligand information (from 'HETATM' records) derived from the source wwPDB entries of each concept usage (i.e., each instance in the wwPDB where the concept is used in the dissection of that protein's tableau). Our definition of a ligand comes from the inventory of 23,258 chemical components specified by the LigandExpo (53) database. We note that this inventory does not exclude simple monovalent ions (such as Na + , K + and Cl − ) or those that are often not biologically functional (such as sulphate SO 2− 4 ions). To complement this information, we also mined and catalogued keywords (from 'KEYWDS' records) derived again from the source wwPDB entries of these concept usages. We used the observed frequencies of the bound ligands within the regions of concept usages, to narrow the initial set down to the 463 (31%) concepts that stand out in terms of recurrent patterns of interactions with the same set of ligand(s). These encompass interactions with monovalent ions, di-/tri-/tetra-valent ionic species, small molecules (including nucleotides), and macromolecular compounds, among others.
The full annotated list of concepts with observed interactions with ligands/chemical components is available in the supporting data file: conceptsWithLigandInteractions.txt (click).
Fig . 5 shows the distribution of 69 distinct chemical interactions observed within the shortlisted set of 463 concepts. Fig. 6 (a-g) shows examples of concept usages for a random selection of 8 concepts associated with metal-binding activity. Table 1 shows a partial list of concepts for which all (100% of) their usages show binding to the specified ligand/chemical components. Also shown are the extracted high-frequency keywords associated with usages of that concept, providing useful insights to impute functional roles. Among the shortlisted set of 463 concepts are those that demonstrably show binding specificity linked with target recognition, reception and signalling (see Table 2 ).
The full list of inferred concepts putatively linked to molecular reception, recognition, and signalling is available in the supporting data file: receptorConcepts.pdf (click). 1PE  22B  2PN  3PG  A3P  ACO  ADE  ADN  AGM  ANP  AP5  AZI  BCT  BLA  BOG  CBS  CDL  COM  CR8  CRO  CSO  CXM  CYT  DMS  DOC  F43  GL3  HDA  HDD  KPI  MEN  MGN  MHS  MME  MOS  MPD  MTE  MYR  NAI  NCO  NDP  NET  NLG  NMN  NO3  OAA  OPE  ORN  OXY  PEE  PG4  PLM  POP  PQQ  PYC  RET  SAM  SEP  SF3  THP  TLA  TOX  TP7 UDP
Number of concepts
Chemical-compound/ligand type ...cont. Inferring biological function from concept usage information. Many proteins are deposited into the wwPDB with unspecified functional annotation, especially those coming from structural genomic initiatives.
Functional characterization of such proteins is of crucial importance to the structural biology community. Its importance can be evidenced by the community-wide Critical Assessment of protein Function Annotation programme (CAFA, biofunctionprediction.org/cafa/), which assesses methods dedicated to predicting protein function from amino-acid sequence.
As previously shown (Fig. 4(a) ), the rich source of information within this concept dictionary is useful to investigate and impute biological function. More evidence of this is shown by another case study involving the haze-forming thaumatin-like protein in white wines made from Vitis vinifera (4JRU containing 201 residues). Fig. 7 gives the dissection of 4JRU composed of two concepts c_0111 and c_1442. Concept c_1442 is of less functional interest as it defines a common β-hairpin unit consisting of two antiparallel β-strands. On the other hand, c_0111 contains 12 strands that assemble to form mainly two face-to-face packed antiparallel β-sheets with an extended β-ribbon connected by an Ω-loop (60). This multi-stranded motif is characteristic of thaumatin-like proteins (61) . Examining the usages of this concept within the wwPDB via our PROÇODIC web site, we find it is used at 15 other loci, most of them thaumatin/osmatin-like proteins, with their top two keywords displaying 'antifungal protein (53.3%)' and 'plant protein (46.7%)', respectively. Fig. 7(b-c) show the structural alignment of 4JRU with the usage in the pathogenesis-related PR-5D protein of tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum; 1AUN with 208 residues) that results in a superposition with 1.47 Å root-mean-square deviation (r.m.s.d.) over 201 amino acid residues between the C α coordinates of the two structures. This specific PR-5D protein is classified functionally as an antifungal protein and, in general, proteins of this class have known pathogenesis-related antifungal activity. This suggests that the haze-forming protein might exhibit the same biological function.
In some cases, the information provided by this dictionary can lead to a reliable but less-specific functional classification prediction, for example putatively identifying a general type of function such as 'Oxidoreductase' or 'Lyase'. Such generic functional classification can be useful, as it may provide guidance for laboratory experiments aimed at defining the function more precisely, especially if clues about a ligand-binding site are available. For example, consider the crystal structure of dihydrodipicolinate synthase (DapA) from Agrobacterium tumefaciens (2HMC). The dissection of this DapA structure shows the usage of concept c_0008 covering its entire chain A. About 90% of c_0008's 118 usages show the functional classification as 'Lyase'. DapA belong to the family of amine-lyases that catalyze the cleaving of carbon-nitrogen bonds, playing an important role in lysine biosynthesis in prokaryotes, phycomycetes, and plants (62) . A similar example would be the identification of HI0073 from the Haemophilus influenzae structural genomics project as a nucleotide-binding protein (63) .
Local sequence-structure correlation within concept usages. The identification of structural features that have strong amino-acid sequence preferences is central to structure prediction (45) . Therefore, we studied the concept usages within the wwPDB to explore the conformational preferences of local sequences. To achieve this, for each concept, the amino acid sequences in the regions of concept usages within the wwPDB were extracted, and the sequences in each set were aligned and clustered (64) .
Almost 20% of the concepts in our dictionary (288 out of 1,493) have associated amino acid sequences that cluster into a single group. Fig. 8(a) shows the number of clusters produced for each set of concept usage sequences -in general, the fewer the clusters, the stronger the local sequence-structure relationship. When considering the (normalized) ratio of clusters over the number of non-identical amino acid sequences of concept usages (Fig. 8(b) ), almost 30% of the concepts (441) have a ratio smaller than 0.05, while almost 50% (738) have a ratio between 0.05 and 0.1. Together, this indicates that for almost 80% of the concepts in our dictionary, their usages of amino-acid sequences cluster into a small number of groups (< 10% of their total unique amino acid sequences).
This strong sequence dependence is expected, particularly for concepts linked to ligand binding or other functional units. For example, Fig. 9 shows the sequence logo obtained from the multiple sequence alignment of the usage sequences of the concept c_0397. This concept is related to the Cu-Zn type I (SODI) superoxide dismutase, which has a β−barrel-like subunit with copper and zinc ions bound at the active site. This is common in many Gram-negative bacterial pathogens (amongst others) to counteract a burst of toxic superoxide radicals under oxidative stress (66) .
There is a potential application of the observed sequence-structure correlations to structure prediction. We downloaded the coordinate files of 33 wwPDB structures specified in the description field of the CASP12 target list available at http://predictioncenter.org/casp12/targetlist.cgi. Each chain from these 33 structures was independently dissected using the PROÇODIC dictionary of concepts. The dissection of protein chains defines non-overlapping regions assigned either to one of the dictionary concepts (c_0001 -c_1493), or a null concept (c_0000). For each region assigned to a dictionary concept, we extracted the associated target amino-acid sequence and performed a pairwise sequence alignment with each of the local amino acid sequences defined by the concept usages. This exercise identified a subset of concept usages in the wwPDB whose local amino acid sequences have a detectable similarity with the target. Table 3 of coverage of these regions for each of the 33 CASP12 targets. This table shows that in 26 of 33 cases, more than 50% of the target amino-acid chain has detectable sequence similarity that can be derived from the usage information.
It should be noted that we used the structural information of CASP12 targets to dissect the protein chains, before identifying the sequence relationships of the target sequence and those within the concept usages. However, for the proper application to structure prediction, the identification of sequence hits with concept usages should be carried out using only the target sequence. In principle, this can be done by sliding along the target sequence with varying window sizes, and exploring the sequence similarity with the sequences across all usages of every concept in the dictionary. Nevertheless, this preliminary analysis can be used to hypothesise reasonably that these local sequence-structure relationships provide a strong potential to support structure prediction efforts, especially since an average concept usage spans significantly longer stretches along the protein chain than the currently considered oligopeptide fragment libraries used by fragment-based ab initio protein modeling approaches. Thus, this information can be potentially utilized to model several non-overlapping regions in the target protein chains by the current state-of-the-art structure prediction servers (67) (68) (69) .
The amino acid subsequences of non-overlapping regions dissected using the PROÇODIC dictionary of concepts is available at: casp12_prosodic_dissections.tgz (click). The information of dissected target region followed by other subsequences in the usages of the corresponding (assigned) concept with demonstrable sequence similarity (under pairwise sequence alignment with the target subsequence) is available at: casp12_concept_usage_hits.tgz (click). The multiple sequence alignments (using MUSCLE (70) with default options) of the identified sequence hits is available at: casp12_concept_usage_hits_msa.tgz (click).
Exploration of substructures and structural relationships. In addition to the applications explored above, the dictionary can be used to complement standard protein structural studies. Researchers can approach the dictionary with a particular structure or family of structures in mind. For example, dissecting the human haemoglobin (1HHO, chain A) at the PROÇODIC web site identifies the concepts c_0375, c_0894 and c_1410. Choosing one of the concepts, for example c_0894, its archetype is found in d1x9fd, a globin from the annelid Lumbricus terrestris. Note that related proteins can present dissections into different concepts. However, these concepts can still be related (see discussion on hierarchical clustering of concepts on Page 5). For example, c_0375 and c_0894 are related concepts linked to globins, with the former being more elaborate (with three extra helices) than the latter. Examining the corresponding concept 'usages' link on the PROÇODIC web site reveals that many usages of these related concepts appear in other globins. Supplementary §S3 contains several examples of use of PROÇODIC to explore protein substructural similarities.
CONCLUSION
Most protein domains fold into geometrical assemblies of helices and strands of sheet. Our work has analysed the domains of known structures and inferred a 'basis set' containing 1,493 folding concepts into which folding patterns of domains can be dissected. The discovery of the dictionary was completely automatic, and unbiased by any previous structural analysis of folding patterns, or by any hidden sequence or structure-based patterns. The effectiveness of our inference method is validated by the discovered concepts, which subsume classic supersecondary structures (α-hairpin, β-hairpin, and β-α-β unit etc.), known repeat patterns (ankyrin, armadillo, kelch repeat etc.) and many other known patterns (β-propeller, Jellyroll, and Immunoglobulin architecture, among others). We note that the scope of the concepts in our dictionary far exceeds these known patterns.
The discovery of this dictionary allows us to dissect optimally the structures of any protein domain in seconds, and map dictionary concepts onto non-overlapping regions along its chain. Importantly, the dissections of domains into concepts provide a plethora of useful biological insights, including:
1. Understanding the fundamental components of protein folding patterns. Our dictionary of concepts will support innovative projects aimed at the analysis of protein structures.
2. Correlation, in many cases, of concepts with functions directly or indirectly, via ligand binding sites. This provides useful predictions in the case of proteins with known structure but unknown function.
3. Many concepts show amino-acid sequence correlation; that is, some conservation of sequence patterns. These results are applicable to protein structure prediction by suggesting conformations of local regions.
The results of dissecting all structures in the current wwPDB, or of dissecting a user-supplied set of protein coordinates, are accessible from the PROÇODIC web site: http://lcb.infotech.monash.edu.au/prosodic (click). This site supports the interactive exploration of protein structures and their relationships.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Supplementary information, including description of material and methods supporting this work, is available as a separate PDF.
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S1. Material and Terminology
Tableau representation of protein folding patterns. As mentioned in the main text, the essence of any protein folding pattern can be captured by the order, geometry and contact information of its secondary structural elements (1). Lesk (2) developed the tableau representation to capture this information in the form of a concise symmetric matrix (see Fig. 1 in main text) . A tableau encapsulates: (1) the order in which helices and strands-of-sheet appear in the protein chain, represented by a string, S, of length |S| over the {H(for helix), E(for strand)} alphabet; (2) the geometry of each pair of secondary structural elements, represented by a square-symmetric matrix of angles, Ω, of order |S| × |S|, where angles are in the range (−180
• , 180 • ]; (3) the corresponding interactions between pairs of secondary structural elements, represented by a contact matrix, Ξ, of 0/1 values and order |S| × |S|, where 1 represents contact and 0 otherwise (3, 4) . Formally, any tableau τ is a three-tuple of the form (S, Ω, Ξ) .
Source collection used for the inference of PROÇODIC dictionary of concepts. A source collection is a collection of (source) tableaux, denoted by the set T = τ 1 , τ 2 , . . . , τ |T | .
Since the full wwPDB has a lot of redundancy in terms of entries with similar structures, to infer the dictionary of concepts, we use the ASTRAL SCOP-95 (5-7) (v2.05) dataset which has been produced to remove bias due to over-represented structures, while explicitly incorporating structure quality at each step of the domain selection. (8) . This data set used is composed of 26,949 domains, representing only 12% of the full SCOPe (v2.05) domain dataset. Of these, 13,365 domains have < 40% sequence similarity. Although the maximum sequence similarity two proteins can share is 95%, the average sequence similarity is significantly lower (< 53%). The full list of ASTRAL SCOP-95 domains used to infer the reported dictionary is available in the supporting data file: prosodicInferenceList.txt (click).
Subtableaux and the dictionary of concepts. PROÇODIC concepts are represented as contiguous subtableau. A candidate concept, denoted by c, can be instantiated by selecting a source tableau τ ∈ T and specifying a continuous range of indices [i, i + 1, . . . , j − 1, j], such that 1 ≤ i < j ≤ |τ |, provided it satisfies the constraint that the graph defined by the corresponding contact matrix is connected -any undirected graph is said to be connected if there exists a path between any two vertices in the graph. ⊆ Ξ are the corresponding geometry and contact submatrices respectively. We define a dictionary as a set of concepts, denoted by the set C = {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c |C| }. A dictionary can contain an arbitrary number of concepts (|C|), with each concept c y ∈ C containing an arbitrary number of secondary structural elements (|c y | ≥ 2). Any possible dictionary is a potential candidate to compress the source collection of tableaux, T .
Associated with each concept c y ∈ C is a concentration parameter, κ y , corresponding to a von Mises circular (angular) probability distribution (9) . This parameter controls the assignment of probabilities used to estimate the encoding length of entries in Ω when compressing regions of the source tableaux. That is, κ y controls the flexibility of an inferred concept. A smaller/larger κ y yields greater/lesser flexibility of the concept's usages for compressing source tableaux regions. In this work, all {κ y } ∀1≤y≤|C| lie in the range [κ min = 10, κ max = 100], with their precise value inferred (to a precision of κ = 0.5) as a part of the dictionary search (see below).
Collection of wwPDB files dissected using this dictionary. At the time of writing this article, PROÇODIC includes, collectively within the usages of concepts, the dissections of 113,724 protein coordinates files from the wwPDB (10). The specific list is available in the supporting data file: prosodicDissectedWWPDBList.txt (click). In addition to these dissections, the PROÇODIC website allows users interactively to dissect any protein structure on demand.
S2. Methods
Secondary structure assignment and construction of tableaux. Secondary structure is assigned to any given protein coordinate data using our algorithm, SST (11) . SST assigns secondary structures using solely the C α coordinates of protein structures. The web version of SST is available from: http: //lcb.infotech.monash.edu.au/sst. Using SST we can delineate any protein structure into its standard secondary structural elements (SSEs) and thence generate its tableau representation.
Inference of dictionary of concepts. In the proceedings of 2017 IEEE Data Compression Conference, we described the compression-based methodology of inference of recurrent subtableaux on any source collection of tableaux using the Bayesian method of Minimum Message Length (MML) inference (12) . The dictionary we report and analyse in this work has been inferred using this methodology with minor modifications. For convenience of the reader, the description of our methodology is reproduced in the Appendix (see Page 9).
S3. Supplementary Notes for 'Exploration of substructures and structural relationships'
Globins. As seen in the main text, different related proteins can present dissections into different related concepts; this is the result of the calculation to optimize the representation of the whole set of proteins. For closely-related proteins, the three-dimensional structures of the usage instances of a given concept are superposable. Fig. SF1(a) shows the superposition of the instances of c_0894 from the α subunits of human deoxyhaemoglobin (2DN2), and oxyhaemoglobin from the common pigeon (Columba livia) (2R80). In the structural superposition, 78 Cα atoms from these regions fit to an r.m.s.d. of 0.83 Å.
More distantly-related globins may also share the concept but the regions are not so precisely superposable. A structurally-diverged class of globins are the truncated globins, substantially shorter than sperm-whale myoglobin and showing substantial structural changes. Fig. SF1(b) shows the superposition of the instances of c_0894 from human oxyhaemoglobin (1HHO) and the truncated globin from the ciliate Tetrahymena pyriformis (3AQ5). Note that the helix lengths are much more variable than in the superposition shown in Fig. SF1(a) . The loop region at the top of this figure does not superpose well between the two structures, and indeed does not even have the same length. This emphasises that our representation of folding patterns captured via the subtableaux of concepts is at the level of geometry of secondary structure elements.
The list of wwPDB entries reported from the 'usage' link contains proteins identified as non-globins, for instance complex II (succinate dehydrogenase) from Escherichia coli, a membrane protein, (1NEN chain B residues ASP144-LEU197). Superposing the residues in this region with the instance in 1HHO gives the result shown in Fig. SF1(c) . The helices from the N and C termini of these regions fit well. The intervening region shares the secondary structure with some conformational differences.
Could it be that Escherichia coli complex II (succinate dehydrogenase) is really homologous to the globins? Examination of 1NEN shows that this protein includes strands of β-sheet, ruling out the possibility of similar topologies of their overall folding patterns.
Another example that shares a concept with human haemoglobin, is the human squalene synthase (3VJ8). (Fig. SF1(c) ) Comparing the superpositions within the globin family with the superpositions involving globins and non-globins, closely-related globins show a well-fitting superposition of all secondary structures using the same overall rotation and translation, but globin-non-globin superpositions do not. This is because preserving the angles between successive secondary structures does not fix the global structure, although it does constrain it.
TIM-barrels. When probing the web site for a standard type of structure, the TIM barrel, we enter into the keyword window the string EHEHEHEHEHEHEHEH -or its regular expression: (EH){8} -signifying an eight-fold repeat of a β-α unit.
The web site returned two concepts, c_0008 and c_0032 containing the pattern EHEHEHEHEHEHEHEH. The first, c_0008, contains TIM barrels. The structure of the concept comprises the canonical 8-fold β-α barrel plus four additional C-terminal helices. As the reader is encouraged to try, clicking on the image produces a large 'still' high-quality graphic display; clicking on 'view interactively' produces an image rotatable under mouse control. Clicking for 'full details' gives the full secondary-structure assignment for the 'fold archetype' of c_0008, SCOP domain d3flua_, and the tableau computed for this domain. (Our methodology enables each concept in the dictionary to converge to an archetype that can viewed as the topological median over all usages of that concepts in the source collection the dictionary compresses.
Varying ideas defining such topological medians representing supersecondary structural motifs were previously explored, especially as 'attractors in fold space' to enable protein structural classification efforts (13, 14) .
Clicking on 'usages' reports other instances of this concept in the wwPDB. There are 118 other usages, all TIM barrels. However, they are not the only TIM barrels in the wwPDB. Many structures that do contain the 8-fold barrel but lack the four C-terminal helices are dissected into smaller units, some containing β-α subsets of the barrel. Others proteins have helices inserted at different points, deviating from the specified secondary structural pattern. Therefore, searching using patterns alone does not return all the TIM barrels in the wwPDB.
It is possible to type 'TIM barrel' into the keyword field. The web site will then return many concepts, some of which do correspond to TIM barrels, but others of which do not. For instance, in response to the keyword query 'TIM barrel' PROÇODIC returns c_0004 which contains 24 consecutive β-strands but no helices. The reason is that one of the wwPDB entries in which c_0004 appears is the human PRMT5:MEP50 complex (4QGB): this entry protein does contain a TIM-barrel domain (in which c_0004 does not appear), and the entry file contains TIM BARREL in its wwPDB KEYWDS record line, which triggers a hit on this concept. In summary, to find TIM barrels in the wwPDB, a PROÇODIC search for (EH){8} returns too little, a search for 'TIM BARREL' returns too much, and there is no Goldilocks compromise. In any event, this is a solved problem. For this particular question, other tools such as SCOP are more convenient and appropriate.
The other concept returned for the query EHEHEHEHEHEHEHEHEH, contains two domains, each with four β-α units, but not closed into a barrel. This appears because a sequence of secondary structure elements does not uniquely define three-dimensional structure.
Uncompressed regions in dissections and unusual structural components. Suppose a region in a protein contains an unusual conformation. It may require a shorter message to send the subtableau information of this region raw (without compressing that region) than to include a representative within the dictionary and compress it. This is because, given its rarity, the overhead of adding it in the dictionary does not justify its inclusion as a separate concept. Overall, in the dissections of ∼114 000 wwPDB entries, ∼66% of the residues are covered by dictionary concepts.
An example of an uncompressed region appears in the dissection of Chironomus erythrocruorin, a globin from an insect. Although the overall structure of this molecule is similar to that of globins, there are deviations from the usual structure in the region corresponding to the D helix of sperm whale myoglobin. This results in different dissections of sperm whale myoglobin (1MBD) and Chironomus erythrocruorin (1ECD):
Sperm whale myoglobin (1MBD):
Chironomus erythrocruorin (1ECD):
Observe that the region in Chironomus erythrocruorin from residues 31-53 is not part of the dissection. This region is explained directly without compression, using what we call the null concept.
Erythrocruorins. Typing 'erythrocruorin' in the keyword field returns 26 concepts. The top one, concept c_0547, is an assembly of seven helices, corresponding to helices A-B-C-E-F-G-H in the canonical globin fold. There are 268 usage instances of this concept, which include erythrocuorins and globins. (The seven helix pattern fits the α−chain of mammalian haemoglobins, which lack a D helix, but not the β-chain which contains a D helix.) The distinction between similar structures that differ in some detail which breaks a pattern, can be seen as both a strength and as a weakness. We saw a similar phenomenon with the TIM barrels and with globins.
Substructures of the 'globin fold' containing 6 helices, include c_0640. This corresponds to globin helices A-B-E-F-G-H. Examples include phycocyanins and phycoerythrins, colicin, and certain globins (15) . To be a proper instance of c_0640, a globin must lack both C and D helices. In these cases the region corresponding to the D helix is not helical, but the region corresponding to the C-helix is nevertheless quite close to the expected 3 10 helix. This is because the region is distorted enough to drag at least one hydrogen bond outside the thresholds of acceptance in distance and/or angle. As a result, the region is assigned as a coil, and only six helices are attributed to the chain. In other cases, the compression criterion encodes a regular globin structure as more than a single concept. Thus, human oxyhaemoglobin (1HHO), chain A, is decomposed into:
Note that this chain does have a 3 10 C helix, but not a D helix. In addition to helical concepts that are substructures of the canonical globin fold, querying for erythrocruorins (as a keyword on the web site) returns concepts containing purely β-sheet concepts. These are known to appear in large, multimeric, extracellular invertebrate erythrocruorins, as linker regions between globin-like all-helical domains (16) . Our dictionary has therefore called for attention to these additional substructures, not customary structure components from the familiar globin family.
As a β-sheet structure is rare in the globins and erythrocruorins, it is of interest to explore the relationships of these substructures to other families. Are there homologues, of which the erythrocruorin linker domain might be part of a chain of evolutionary relationships?
Consider the concept c_0559, comprising six β-strands. It is no surprise that most of these are from SCOP all-β class, as they are assemblies of β-strands, with class b.60.1.2, 'Fatty acid binding protein-like' as the exception. (However, because the usage option gives results for the entire wwPDB, the frequency may well reveal the experimental bias of solved structures within that family.)
Fig . SF2b shows the structural superposition of the regions from the linker region of the multimeric erythrocruorin from the earthworm, Lumbricus terrestris, (2GTL, chain o) and Human cellular retinol binding protein III (1GGL, chain a) .
Are the erythrocruorin linker domains and the retinol-binding proteins homologues? Structural comparison shows that only the regions of these proteins share secondary structural elements and the geometry of their assembly (as shown in Fig. SF2b ). The rest of the domains are quite different. The regions are not homologues. However, the dictionary has identified a substructure which they, and other domains, share. Like other supersecondary structures, their appearance in unrelated proteins show that they are shared pieces of protein folds but not signs of homology. Indeed, an appeal to SCOP shows that the erythrocruorin linker domains are in a superfamily of their own, sharing a folding topology with 'Streptavidin-like' domains. The construction of PROÇODIC dictionary of concepts relies on the compression-based methodology we developed and presented at the 2017 IEEE Data Compression Conference (12) . This methodology (with minor changes and additional details specific to this work) is reproduced below with permission for the convenience of the reader.
Our goal is to learn the static dictionary C (i.e., hypothesis) that offers the best compression of the source collection T (i.e, observed data). The general statistical framework used to achieve this relies on the criterion of minimum message length (MML) inference (17, 18) . MML inference is best understood as a lossless two-part communication between an imaginary transmitter-receiver pair. In the first part the transmitter encodes and communicates the hypothesis to the receiver, while in the second part it communicates the observed data given the stated hypothesis. The best hypothesis in this framework is the one that yields the shortest two-part lossless message to communicate the observed data. Formally, for any static dictionary C and source collection T , the two-part message length (in bits) is denoted by the terms:
bits, [1] where I · = − log 2 (Pr(·)) is the Shannon's measure of information content (19) . The two-part message shown in Eqn. 1 is contrasted with the (single-part) null model message, that is, the encoding of the observed data as is, without the support of any hypothesis. The null model message length is denoted as I null (·). Thus, the quality of an inferred dictionary C is measured as the compression obtained by encoding the source collection T using C, i.e., as I null (T ) − I C&T . This yields an inference problem with the following objective: max
Addressing this inference problem requires the following: (1) A method to estimate the null model encoding length, I null (T ), for any given collection T ; (2) A method to estimate the dictionary model encoding length, I C&T for any given dictionary C and collection T ; (3) A search method for an optimal dictionary (one that maximizes compression, as per the stated objective). These methods are presented below.
Estimation of I null (T ). The null encoding of the source collection T involves the encoding of the number of tableaux over an integer code, followed by the null encoding of each tableau τ ∈ T :
where I integer (.) is the message length of encoding any positive integer over a log * distribution (20) . Further, Thus, given p(τ ), the data within each τ ∈ T can be communicated as follows. First, the tableau size is communicated with an integer code using I integer |τ | bits. Second, the details specified by p(τ ) are communicated using I p(τ ) bits. Third, each non-overlapping region τ
is explained by its assigned concept c y k (shown as the grey coloured regions in Fig. SF3 ), using I τ
Finally, the remaining data of τ (the light-grey cells in Fig. SF3 ) are communicated using the null model (Section S3). We denote this data (using set notations) as ((τ |p(τ )) ) . Based on the above details, the shortest lossless encoding length of any tableau τ ∈ T given a static dictionary C, is one that that minimizes the following objective:
Combining the above term with Eqn. 4, gives us I T |C as:
Below we describe the details of computing the code length terms involved in Eqn. 5.
Computation of I p(τ ) :
A partition p(τ ) is encoded as follows. Since the tableau size |τ | has already been communicated, the size of the partition |p(τ )| is encoded in log 2 |τ | bits. Each index in the corresponding set of concept assignments {y k } ∀1≤k≤|p(τ )| can take the values 0 ≤ y k ≤ |C|, and, thus, can be encoded in log 2 (|C|+1) bits. Given this information, the values of z 0 =1, z |p(τ )| = |τ | +1, and the subset of {z k }'s (2 ≤ k < |p(τ )|) associated with regions not assigned to the null concept c 0 are already decipherable based on the assigned concept sizes. The remaining ones, associated with c 0 , each take log 2 (|τ |−z k−1 +1) bits to state.
Computation of I τ
can be encoded using a null concept c 0 , or using any concept c y k ∈ C. The computation of the null concept encoding of a region follows the same scheme as the null-model encoding of a tableau described in Section S3. On the other hand, the encoding of τ [z k−1 ...z k −1] using a concept c y k ∈ C is permitted only when the corresponding secondary structural strings are identical, and when the corresponding contact information between pairs of secondary structural elements differ in no more than 10% = (18) state C. A local neighbourhood for every state is explored through the following perturbation primitives: (1) Add concept: Creates a concept randomly from the source collection and adds it to C. (2) Remove element: Chooses a concept randomly from the dictionary and deletes it. (3) Perturb concept length: Chooses a concept randomly from the dictionary, and extends/shortens it, in reference to its original source. (4) Perturb concept kappa: Increments/decrements the current value of κ associated with a randomly chosen concept. (5) Swap concept with usage: Chooses a concept randomly from the dictionary, and swaps it with a region in the collection that is currently encoded by it. (Note, the usage swapped-in as the perturbed concept could weakly violate the connectivity constraint in terms of its contact map, unless strict connectivity is also imposed on that chosen usage.)
At each iteration, one of the above five perturbations is chosen uniformly at random. The transition probability to the neighbour is computed as follows. If the two-part message length given by Eqn. 1 decreases, the transition probability to the perturbed state is 1. If the two-part message length increases by ∆I bits, the probability is 2 −∆I/T , where T is the temperature parameter of the system controlled by the following cooling schedule: Start with a temperature of 5,000 and decrease it by a factor of 0.88. At each temperature step, perform 50,000 random perturbations unless the temperature is below 10, where the number of perturbations is increased to 500,000 per temperature step. When the temperature reaches below 0.1, the search stops and the current state of the dictionary is reported. See pseudocode.pdf (click).
Parallel Implementation. The methodology of inference described above was implemented in the C++ programming language. To tackle the enormous amount of computational effort that was required to identify the PROÇODIC dictionary reported here, this program was parallelised and deployed on a large computing cluster. This was achieved using the OpenMPI C++ library, under a Message-Passing Interface framework.
Specifically, this implementation was parallelized and was executed over 240 computing cores (requiring about 2 Giga Bytes of main memory per core) on the high performance computing cluster, Tinaroo, at the University of Queensland's Research Computer Center. It took roughly 11 days for our simulated annealing approach to converge on the identified PROÇODIC dictionary of 1493 concepts -this runtime is tantamount to about 7 years of computing over a sequential run.
The source collection gets sub-divided into roughly equal subsets of tableaux, and allocated to individual computing nodes. This data-parallel implementation exploits the ability for each computing node to generate independently the same sequence of uniform (pseudo-)random numbers. At each node, and operating on the allocated subset of tableaux from the collection that is being compressed, all random numbers required for performing the perturbations involved in the simulated annealing approach are ensured to work in tandem across the cores. This results in every node evolving the same dictionary independently, although working on different partitions of the source collection. This minimises the overhead required for communication between the compute nodes, by avoiding the overhead involved in broadcasting the current state of the dictionary and the details of the perturbations being performed at each perturbation step of the simulated annealing approach. The only communication required between nodes is the 'Allreduced' total two-part message length, summed over all data partitions, before perturbations are synchronously accepted/rejected (as per the Metropolis criterion). The total speedup as a result of this parallelisation was measured to about 200 times over 240 nodes.
